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Question #:1

What is the algorithm used to determine captaincy in a Splunk search head cluster?

Raft distributed consensus.

Rapt distributed consensus.

Rift distributed consensus.

Round-robin distribution consensus.

Answer: A

Question #:2

What is the logical first step when starting a deployment plan?

Inventory the currently deployed logging infrastructure.

Determine what apps and use cases will be implemented.

Gather statistics on the expected adoption of Splunk for sizing.

Collect the initial requirements for the deployment from all stakeholders.

Answer: D

Question #:3

Which CLI command converts a Splunk instance to a license slave?

splunk add licenses

splunk list licenser-slaves

splunk edit licenser-localslave

splunk list licenser-localslave

Answer: C

Question #:4
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Which of the following is a way to exclude search artifacts when creating a diag?

SPLUNK_HOME/bin/splunk diag --exclude

SPLUNK_HOME/bin/splunk diag --debug --refresh

SPLUNK_HOME/bin/splunk diag --disable=dispatch

SPLUNK_HOME/bin/splunk diag --filter-searchstrings

Answer: A

Question #:5

Which server.conf attribute should be added to the master node's server.conf file when decommissioning a site
in an indexer cluster?

site_mappings

available_sites

site_search_factor

site_replication_factor

Answer: A

Question #:6

Which of the following tasks should the architect perform when building a deployment plan? (Select all that
apply.)

Use case checklist.

Install Splunk apps.

Inventory data sources.

Review network topology.

Answer: D

Question #:7

A customer has installed a 500GB Enterprise license. They also purchased and installed a 300GB, no
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enforcement license on the same license master. How much data can the customer ingest before search is
locked out?

300GB. After this limit, search is locked out.

500GB. After this limit, search is locked out.

800GB. After this limit, search is locked out.

Search is not locked out. Violations are still recorded.

Answer: D

Question #:8

Stakeholders have identified high availability for searchable data as their top priority. Which of the following
best addresses this requirement?

Increasing the search factor in the cluster.

Increasing the replication factor in the cluster.

Increasing the number of search heads in the cluster.

Increasing the number of CPUs on the indexers in the cluster.

Answer: B

Question #:9

Which of the following is true regarding Splunk Enterprise performance? (Select all that apply.)

Adding search peers increases the maximum size of search results.

Adding RAM to an existing search heads provides additional search capacity.

Adding search peers increases the search throughput as search load increases.

Adding search heads provides additional CPU cores to run more concurrent searches.

Answer: B D

Question #:10

A Splunk user successfully extracted an ip address into a field called src_ip. Their colleague cannot see that


